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6.

Read the following instructions carefully before answering the questions.

1. This question paper consists of THREE sections.

SECTION A: COMPULSORY
sECTloN B: consists of rHREE questions. Answer any TWo

sECTtoN G: 8:?tt':,:t f rwo questions. Answer onty oNE

2 Read the instruction.?J,Tx:il"Hli:,i?113ir,,, and take parricurar note
for what is required.

3. Except where other instructions are given, answer in full sentences

4. Number the answers correctly according to the numbering system used in this
question paper. NO marks will be awarded for answers that are numbered
incorrectly.

Use the mark allocation and nature of each question to determine the length
and depth of an answer.

Use the table below as a guide for mark, and time allocation when
answering each question.

A:O bjective-type q uesti ons
COMPULSORY

QUESTION MARKS TIM

1 30 20 minutes

B: THREE direcUindirect type
of questions

CHOICE: (Answer any
rwo)

2 40 35 minutes

3 40 35 minutes

4 40 35 minutes
C: TWO essay-type

questions: (ANSWER ONLY
ONE of the two questions)

5 30 minutes

5 40 30 minutes
TOTAL 150 120 min/2hrs

7. start the answer to EACH question on a NEW page, for example qUESTI6N
1 - new page, QUESTION 2 - new page, et cetera.

8. You may use a none programmable calculator.

9. Write neafly and legibly
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1.1.1 A business enterprise has full control over the components of
the.,. environment
A micro
B market
C macro
D private

1.1.2 Comfort furniture specialises in the distribution of office furniture. It operates
in the...sector.
A primary
B secondary
C tertiary
D public

1 ,'l .3 Agents sell products on behalf of a producer and in return they receive
commission.
dividends.
profit.
shareholder.

1.1

1.1.5

sEcTtoN A (COMPULSORY)

QUESTION 1

Various options are provided as possible answers to the following questions.
choose the answerand write oniy the letter (A-D) nextiothe question
number (1.1.1-1.1.5) in the ANSWER BOOK, ror'exampL 1.1.11 D.

ln this market there are many buyers and sellers and products are
homogeneous

1'1'4 This Act aims to provide for the health and safety of employees at work andthe use of factory machinery.

Employment Equity Act
Labour Relations Act
Skills Development Act
Occupational Health and Safety Act

A
B
C
D

A
B
C
D

A
B
c
D

Monopoly
Monopolistic competition
Perfect competition
Oligopoly (5x2) (10)
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Trademark ual circles M lnflation Dum P

1.2

1.3

complete the following statements by using the word(s) in the list below
write only the word(s) next to the question-number (1'.2.1-L 2.5) in your
answer book.

1.2.1 lt is a group of eight to ten members to discuss how improvements can be
made to the workplace.

1.2.2 A registered mark that a manufacturer puts on products to distinguish it,s
product from other products.

1'2.3 . '. is when two enterprises join in order to become one enterprise through
mutual agreement.

1.2.4 '.. refers to the general increase in the price of products in the country.

1.2.5 When other countries unload their excess products on the South African
market, because they want to dominate the local market.

(5x2) (10)

choose a description from coLUMN B that matches a term in coLUMN A.
w!!e only the letter (A-J) next to the question number (1 .3.1 -1.3.5) in the
ANSWER BOOK, for example 1.3.6 K
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COLUMN A COLUMN B
1.3.1 Mass production

1.3.2 Demographics

1.3.3 Break- even point

1.3.4 Go slow

1.3.5 Trade discount

nt where a business enterprise
neither a profit nor a loss

B Discount offered by one supplier
to another

C Composition of the consumer force in
terms of factors such as age, gender,
race, and occupation.

D Production method according to which
standardised products are produced in
large quantities,

F Planning the sequence in which
production planning will take place.

G Products are sold to the market at

E Employees show up at work, but they
work very slow and produce fewer goods
than usual.

A The poi
makes

low ces
(5 x 2) (10)

TOTAL SECTION A: 30



2.1

2.2

SECTION B

Answer ANY TWO questions in this section.

NorE: clearly indicate the eUESTION NUIvIBER of each question that you
choose. The answer to EACH question must start on a NEW page, for
example QUESTION 2 on a NEW page, euESTloN 3 on a NEW pige, et
cetera.

QUESTIONS 2: BUSINESS ENVIRONMENTS

Outline the FOUR components of the Market environment.

Read the scenario below and answer the questions that follow

Name the business sector in which BD operates. Motivate your answer
By quoting from the scenario above with an example.

use the table below as a guide to answer the questions that follow

(4)

(4)

2.2.1

CHALLENGES
2.2.2

BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT

2.2.3

EXTENT OF CONTROL
2.2.4

2.2.2 Quote THREE challenges from the scenario that Botswana Mines have to
deal with.

2.2.3 classify each challenge quoted in euESTIoN 2.2.2 according to
the business environment

2.2.4 State the extent of control that BD has over EACH business environment

2.3 Read the scenario below and answer the questions that follow:

(s)

(3)

(3)

4

Botswana Diamonds (BD)
Botswana m ines Special tses n d amon d extractio n The high inte rest rate
has i mpacted o n the IncreaSE of the tr min ing equipment by more 1 0%
The S upervi or haVE poo r working relations with empl oyees B D can no
lo r rt their ucts due to the h h excha rate.

The business is larly faced with cha ile ES reg ard ng em ployee
refus ebehavio ur some

regu
to com

ng
with rules and ulations of

than



2.3.1 Discuss TWo chailenges of the micro environment.

2.3'2 Explain the meaning of the THREE business sectors.

2.3.3 Recommend ways in which business can adapt to challenges of the micro
environment.

QUESTION 3: BUSTNESS OPERATTONS

List FIVE marketing activities.

ldentify the pricing technique that is being described in each of the following
sentences:

P.rice is used to give the impression that the item is cheaper that it really is,
higher prices are charged to test the demand

Prices are set low so that consumers will purchase the product because the
price is lower than normal to introduce the new product.

Manufacturing cost of the item plus profit is used to determine the final
selling price.

Read the scenario below and answer the questions that follow:

the business Labour
unions

issues are therefore constantly addressed by the

ldentify THREE typ-es of.consumer goods mentioned above. Motivate your
answer by quoting form the scenario above.

use the table below as a guideline to answer the question.

CONSUMER GOODS MOTIVATION

Describe THREE regulations that control foreign marketing.

Explain the meaning of production control.

Recommend rHREE ways in which the business can comply with the

(6)

(8)

[401

(e)

(5)

(8)

(6)

3.1

3.2

3.2.3

3.2.4

3.3

3.3.1

3.4

3.5

(e)

(6)

(6)

5

KURU MAN TRADE RS (KT )
Ku ruma n Traders IS a retai ler sel ing ma in ly bread a nd mil k. Next to them i S
a bus in CSS that sells electrical app liances SU ch televi ion Set and
microwave OVCNS Across the road is a boutique that sel ls a wide ra nge of
Vans.

J.O

3.2.1

AS



4.1.1

4.1.2

4.1.3

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.5.1

4.5.2

4.5.3

Occupation Health and Safety Act.

[401

QUESTION 4: MTSELLANEOUS TOptCS

4.1 Read the scenario berow and answer the questions that follow:

Quote the reason from the article why the manager was fired for sexual
harassment

Define the concept "sexual harassment,,.

Discuss ways in which sexual harassment can be addressed in the
workplace

outline THREE benefits (advantages) of takeover/acquisitions.

BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Describe any TWO phases of the product life cycle.

Explain the difference between sales promotions and advertising.

Read the scenario below and answer the questions that follow.

GARIEP B LTONG (PrY) LTD
B
bi

iltong (Pty) make beef The total cost to p roduce 1 0 000 kg of
I S R400 000.

Calculate the following:

(3)
Production cost per kilogram of biltong.

selling price per kilogram if they want to make 30% profit on cost. (3)

Profit is they sell alt 10 000kg. $)
[40]

TOTAL SECTION B: 80

(2)

(2)

(10)

(6)

(6)

6

Manager fired for sexual harassment

"Th e SCXU a lly SUggestiVC e-ma ils sent by the a fema le
empl oyee t who ope rates a ca r clean ing service at a dealershi p premises
came back to haunt h last nth

,

tm mo

manager to

Ltd biltong,



SECTION C

Answer ONE question from this section.

QUESTION 5 BUISNESS ENVIORNMENTS

Keeping the scenario in mind, write an essay on the following aspects.

. ldentify and discuss the impact of contemporary socio economic
issues on business operations.

. How can intellectual property right be safeguarded from piracy

. Discuss the purpose of the Labour Relations Act.
o Evaluate the functions of the trade union

QUESTION 6: BUSINESS OPERATIONS

Mr X is an emerging farmer in Upington. He grows fruit. He makes his own
jam and chutney. He has a farm stall on his farm. He sells fresh fruit as well
as his own am and chutn

With reference to the above scenario write an essay about the the following
aspects:

. ldentify and explain what type of production system Mr X makes use
of.

. Elaborate on the advantages of the production system that tvlr X
makes use of.

" ldentify the types of distribution channel Mr X is using and explain
possible reasons as to why he uses the distribution channel that he is
using.

o Advise ltrr X on TWo suitable types of packaging that he can use to
sell his jam and chutney. Explain why you recommend these two
types of packaging.

TOTAL SECTION C: 40

GRAND TOTAL: 150

[401

(40)
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Contemporary
profitability it is

issues impact negatively on the business productivity and
critical that government put in place measures to protect

businesses nst such ch e to ensure maximum taxation


